T1tis study of coverage of the local theater scene frotn 1975-85 in three Chicago dailies found that one critic, Richard Christiansen, had the strongest influence on the development of the Chicago Style that flourished in the off-Loop theaters.
Background
The current theatrical life of Chicago, like that of many cities in America, is a continuation of the regional theater movement that transformed the American stage in the last half of the 20th century from a system of sho-ws traveling to and from Broadway to an environment of professional local production in some \vays similar to that found in major cities 100 years ago. It is a movement with many important signposts but no official beginning. In Chicago, the pivotal event might have been the repeal of restrictive fire codes that had been in place since the tragic Iroquois Theater fire of 1903 that had killed 600. The repeal of those codes led to the founding in 1974 of three int1uential theaters, to be joined soon thereafter by many others. In one decade, the League of Chicago Theatres gre\v from 20 members to more than 150.
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By the mid-1980s, Chicago theater had not only grown in numbers but in national reputation. Commentators in Chicago, Ne-w York and elsewhere \vrote of a style of theater that distinguished the work of Chicago artists. The Chicago Style, as it was sometimes called, \vas never given a completely consistent definition; most who used the term, however, referred to a physically demonstrative fom1 of acting that found its fullest expression in highly naturalistic plays performed in intimate venues. In retrospect, the decade from 1975 to 1985 appears to have been a pivotal one. It is the decade in which Chicago truly became a regional center. For media scholars, the crucial question is the degree of int1uence the press exerted on the growth and style of Chicago theater in this important period. That int1uence naturally increased as the number of local productions rose and the number of touring productions felU
Research Questions
This decade was chosen for study because of the growth in quantity and reputation of local theatrical products in Chicago. It seemed impossibly problematic to determine with precision how much the critics had fed this growth quantitatively. This study has the more limited ambition of revealing \Vays in which the critical community encouraged or discouraged the manner in which it grew. Did it take the critics some time to \varm to new styles offered by theater artists? Did the critics disagree with each other? And if they did, \Vere there '"'inners and losers? Most importantly, is there evidence the critics \vere influential as a group or as individuals? Did the preferences they revealed in 1975 line up in any meaningful way ·with what Chicago theater became in the subsequent decade of growth?
Literature Review
Research on critics and their influence is far from plentiful, but there is some "vorth noting, particularly ihvc broaden our search bevond critics of the theater. Much of the early research involves biographi~s of particular critics, predominantly from Nev.' York. Most of this is historical in nature. Miller wrote the leading book on American drama critics of the Victorian era/ and Fosdick found a lively corps of critics vvriting for Chicago newspapers in the early 20 1 " century:~Also, Czechowski and Dryden wrote dissertations on Chicago theater of the early 20 1 h century in which they relied heavily on the >vork of the Chicago critics without focusing on their >·vork. 5 More recently, several researchers have looked at the effects of reviews on readers. Wyatt and Badger began a stream of research with an experimental study that identified high information content as having a greater effect on reader interest than opinion. 6 In the late 1990s, marketing researchers tried to determine if critics int1uence arts buying or merely predict it. Eliashberg and Shugan found evidence of prediction without int1uence in film revie,vs? Looking at New York drama critics, Reddy, Swaminathan and Motley found strong evidenceofcriticalinfluence, particularly on thepartofthedominantnewspaper, The New York Times.~ Other than the historically based studies, very fe\v looked beyond individual critics or the impact of individual components of reviews to consider larger issues of arts coverage. In England, Scott looked at the question of gatekeeping on the part of arts editors and ""'TitersY Gatekeeping may prove to be one of the most appropriate theoretical underpinnings for research in this area. If, as the current study suggests, the influence of criticism had become concentrated in a small subset of an already dwindling number of practitioners, that amounts to significant gatekeeping power wielded by a very fe,-v.
The most promising development in the field >-vas the first report of the National Arts Journalism Program, titled, Reporting the Arts. What this study lacks in standard scholarship with the absence of a bibliography and no footnotes, it makes up for in its comprehensive and multi-faceted snapshot of 15 dailies in 10 cities across the country.
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Hypothesis and Method
In lightoftheabove, this study begins to fill a gap between the historical and the contemporary and between the narrow concerns of marketing and the broad overview of the Reporting the Arts book. The current study uses a multi-method approach to investigate critical influence on the development of theater in Chicago at a pivotal point in its recent history. The 1975-76 season was chosen because it followed the fire-code repeal that led to an influx of new, little theaters, '-vhile standing at the beginning of a decade of growth in both theater production and reputation. It is logical to presume thatthe best moments to find evidence of critical influence vvould be at the beginning of a period of growth or decline. Methods used include a broad survey of the critics' written work, interviews with those critics, a close analysis -of one season of arts writing, including a tallying of numbers, lengths and types of articles, and a revie>v of local and national commentary.
This researcher began with one 'vorking hypothesis: A number ofint1uential critics championed theater that appealed to their individual tastes; where those tastes overlapped, the Chicago Style emerged.
This hypothesis was based on the assumption that success depended on appealing to a broad audience and, therefore, a majority of the critics. No one critic appeared to have dominant stature. Unlike previous periods in Chicago's history when a single critic attained national fame -Amy Leslie at the beginning of the 20'h century, Ashton Stevens in the 1920s and 1930s, Claudia Cassidy in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s -the decade in question featured retirements and transfers of critics, none of whom wrote nationally or seemed eager to stand out from the pack. Ifthe preferences of each critic \·Vere determined, one might be able to assemble what would amountto a Venn diagram that could then be compared to the elements of the Chicago Style as defined in the national media.
The research follovved three steps: 1. The pre-boom critical landscape was investigated by the scanning of every page of Chicago's three newspapers from September 1975 through May 1976 in which each theater-related piece v .. 'as read and noted. This was a year when theatrical activity was beginning to pick up in Chicago, but no one had as yet started writing about the Chicago Style. For the first three months of the season when production was steady, a taiiy was kept of the number of stories in each newspaper, the types, whether revie\vs, news, features or commentaries and column inches. For the entire year, each review and commentary >vas read for indications of the aesthetic preferences of the critics as well as for elements of writing style that might influence readers. Finally, critics from that period were intervie>ved about their critical approachesY 2. The next step was to assess the state of theater after the boom had arrived, in 1985. A number of references to Chicago theater and the Chicago Style were found in national magazines and in newspapers in cities on the East Coast where Chicago theater artists traveled to perform. Industry statistics were consulted, and changes in the ranks of the critics since the 1975-76 season were noted.
3. The final step involved looking for signs of linkage behveen the attitudes and practices identified in step one and the nature of the theater community at its height 10 years later.ln other words, would there be any correlation between the \ovork of the critics and subsequent theatrical life, and, second, were conditions present that might have encouraged one thing to lead to the other? This is an admittedly imprecise method, unlikely to yield ironclad claims of singular causes leading to singular effects. But it struck this researcher as the best
a vail able strategy for beginning to Iook at the big picture of how critics influence the development of artistic life in a city.
Findings
The evidence did not support the initial hypothesis, but it provided strong support for another conclusion. There was little significant overlap in the aesthetic preferences of the reviewers; a Venn diagram would yield largely discrete circles. Hence, no match emerged bet\veen the areas of agreement among the critics and the defining characteristics of the subsequent Chicago Style. Surprisingly, perhaps, a perfect correlation was found between the long held aesthetic preferences of Richard Christiansen and the Chicago Style. In addition, the working circumstances of all the critics put Christiansen in a position to be influential. Again, this is not an ironclad causal link; hmvever, those who examine the evidence closely share the conclusion that Christiansen had a profound influence on an important period in the development of theater in Chicago. In short, the kind of theater Christiansen liked flourished and flourished so completely that it became known as the Chicago Style. The kinds of theater Christiansen did not like dwindled. He had the motive, the means and the opportunity. Ifthis were a crime, any jurywould find the evidence compelling. Sometimes, circumstantial evidence is strong enough to convict.
From 10 daily ne,vspapers at the turn of the 19th century, three remained in Chicago in 1975. They were The Tribulle (circulation 660,826 daily), The Su11 Times (530, 893) and The Daily News (402,004). From September through November, the period of greatest theatrical activity in most American cities of 1973, the Dailv News ran 61 theater stories, and 27 of them were reviews, and 34 •vere news, commentary or feature stories. The Trilnllle ran 48 theater stories, and 26 were reviews, and 22 were news, commentaries or features. The Sun Times trailed with 44 theater stories, of which 18 were reviews, 26 were news, commentaries or features. Calendar listings, photos and capsule reviews are not included in these figures. Here, too, the Daily Nc·ws led. All three newspapers published comparable calendar listings, but only the Daily News also featured a weekly capsule round-up. Stand-alonephotos-thatis, photos \Vith captions but no accompanying stories -•vere infrequent space fillers for all three ne,vspapers.
In terms of space devoted to reviews only, the 27 Daily News reviews ran 294 inches, an average of 10.9 inches per review. The Tribu11e compiled 257 inches of revie\vs, a 9. 9 inch average, and the S1111-Times compiled 194 inches at an average of 10.8 inches each. The number of stories count~d are a more reli~.ble in.dex of coverage than are column inches because typefaces,leading and column widths vary.
Lacking a Sunday edition, the Daily News published what it called a "Weekend" edition on Sahuday, which included a tabloid arts section titled Panorama. Although the Daily News led in terms of the number of theater stories, the visibility of those stories was less favorable. During the week, theater pieces almost always ran at the top of the inside pages that carried the movie advertisements-advertisements that were dominated by lurid drawings for X-rated movies in 1975-76. Neither reefers or indexes alerted readers about where to find theater stories. The Tribu:ne nearly always included theater in its page two index, and the Sun-Times occasionally did. The Daily News never \vas more specific on its page one index than amusements, which seemed to refer to the movie advertisements more than the arts coverage because it invariably listed the movie ad page whether or not it also included arts stories.
The Harris wrote a regular non-theater column for the editorial page, so he tended to review only the biggest commercial openings, leaving coverage of the nclv resident theaters to Christiansen, who said in his intervie\·V with this researcher that this arrangement encouraged him to look for reasons to write about these new theaters so that he w<;mldn't be open to general assignments. More than any of the Chicago critics, Christiansen had reason early in his career to pull for the regional theater movement to succeed.
At the Sun-Times, Syse also was generally supportive of the new small theaters. Her series of columns attacking the restrictive fire codes might have had an influence on the decision in city hall to rewrite them and open the floodgates for ne\v theater. She \Vas also frequently ill and on sabbatical. Most of her writing was of reviews and commentaries, and the feature stories were most often written by other staff and freelancers.
At the Tribune, first Dettmer and then Winer wrote virtuallv all of the revie\vs. Only one other four-inch review ran in the fall period. Perhaps because the Tribune could afford it, Dettmer and Winer were more likely to travel to New York and elsewhere to review theater outside Chicago. The Tribune was also more likely to run wire service stories on theatrical events elsewhere. The result \'\'aS less non-review COVerage of the new resident theaters than the other papers.
What of the aesthetic preferences of the critics? Harris and Dettmer were perhaps the most literate of the group. Had Harris covered the theater more regularly in this period of grmvth, and had Dettmer not retired just as it was getting going, both might have had considerable intluence on its development. Given these circumstances, the decision \Vas made to concentrate on the three most active daily critics of the period--Winer, Syse and Christiansen.
Winer
s reviews of the new theaters tended to run late and short. \Vhen she \\'as not reviewing, she wrote features on dance and events in Washington and New York, but nothing of any length on the new off Loop theater companies.
Our comments here pertain to Winer's work at the very beginning of her career as a theater critic. She is still reviewing in New York. Although her reviews were full of judgments about small points-costumes, stage business, etc.-she appeared to be reluctant or unable to declare a thesis or venture opinions about the overall meaning of a piece, especially if the piece were non-naturalistic. She enlivened her reviews \·l.rith quips, barbs and wordplay that tended to mask the absence of strong opinion. Much of her writing in this year suggested that she felt Chicago theater ·was not being born but dying. The overall effect vvas of a critic who was profoundly bored. A typical review in her first year ended with the words, "I honestlv don't feel much about this one either \Vay.' credited Kogan with instilling in them the virtues of good reporting. As Syse put it, Kogan's credo was, "accuracy, clarity, brevity:'' Despite this common beginning, the two developed entirely distinct voices. If they are correct in describing Kogan's approach to arts coverage as being a largely reportorial one, the difference in their approaches may have come from 'vhat each saw as the proper object of the reporting process. For Christiansen, it \Vas the objective facts of the production. His reviews revealed a marked division between the verifiable details of plot, theme and setting and his subjective opinion of whether or not these elements added up to a satisfying experience. There was no such distinction between report and opinion in Syse' s reviews. From the first word, she reported on her opinion.
Syse did not write arguments, nor did she amass evidence. She filed clear and brief reports on her various opinions of a show. As a result, one's reaction to her work tends to be personal. To take issue with a Syse review is to take issue with her. More than any of the other Chicago critics of her time, Syse was a poet. Her reviews have a natural rhythm that draws the reader along from phrase to phrase. Moreover, unlike Winer, Syse was comfortable with plays she said she did not understand. She would play with alternate meanings, appreciating the difficult and the unusual, all the while projecting the persona of a friendly, idiosyncratic pair of eyes and ears.
For all that, Syse' s impact was marked by absences. For health reasons, her attendance at plays was the spottiest. And her reviews may have been accurate reports of her frame of mind, but they often left out vital information. This is the kind of detail that researchers might easily miss, unless they are checking their analysis of one review with others. Ironically, although Syse was the most open to experimental or avant-garde work, she employed the vocabulary of an earlier age. For example, in a rave, she might call a play a "wow." So she was not likely to appeal to the young generation whose ticket-buying fueled the birth of the off-Loop theaters. She could not be counted on to write a full review of the sort that would both draw theater patrons and help prepare them to appreciate and understand challenging \Vork. In fact, she rarely analyzed or explained, preferring to react in her whimsical voice.H This brings us to Christiansen. A graduate of Carleton College, Christiansen had been a general assignment reporter for the Daily News for six years when arts editor Kogan launched Pmwrama. Shortly thereafter, Robert Sickinger revived the Hull House drama program, and Christiansen jumped at the chance to revie\v it before anyone else in the city bothered. That set a pattern. Christiansen became the early and indefatigable champion of the city's small theaters. A decade later, Christiansen returned from vacation to discover a nev,, play by a new \Vriter had already opened to negative revic,vs--Sexual Perz'er5ity in Chicago by David Mamet. Christiansen wrote a strongly positive review of this work, lvhich \vas Mamet's first play to find success in New York and on screen.
In an interview with this researcher, Christiansen said his aim throughout his career has been "to try to find and promote good work." Good work, in his view, is a production with "an emotional investment .. .I'm someone ·who likes to be grabbed." He said that he is not patient with the "deliberately and spitefully obscure or pretentious." This raises a key question: Hm·v does he know when a >vork is deliberately and spitefully obscure or when it is a well intentioned effort that simply fails to communicate effectively to him or, to shift the onus, that he fails to understand?
As mentioned earlier, throughout his career Christiansen has been primarily a reporter, even \vhen he is \'\Titing a review. His strengths appear to be observing and reporting rather than digesting and interpreting. A wealth of anecdotal evidence suggests that, however one might disapprove of Christiansen's work, no one ever accuses him of getting his facts wrong. His rcvie\vs are clear, even-handed reports in which opinion takes a back seat. When his opinions are strong, he often feels compelled to shm.v the other side.
His reviews in the 1975-76 season \Vere often dominated by straightforward production histmy, plot and character description. More often than not, he would eventually deliver a verdict, but the longer he ·waited, the more likely the revie\vwould be negative. He meted out negative judgments grudgingly. When he wanted to go easy on a struggling company, he would simply withhold comment and fill the space with an informative report. The main disadvantage to such an approach is that the prose can be less than scintillating. A thoroughly scathing review by a less beneficent critic has the advantage ofimplying that the theater is worth getting upset over. Passion, ·whether positive or negative, is usually more compelling than simple reportage."
Christiansen did ·write some thoroughly negative reviews in that season. Certain circumstances spurred him to take off the gloves. There '"'ere commercial productions, productions by established companies and, as mentioned above, productions that he judged to be spitefully obscure or pretentious, which tended to include most of the avant-garde.
1 " There are countless examples of unrestrainedly negative Christiansen reviews of the first two categories. These appear to be rooted in his desire to give the underdog a break. 17 
Chicago Theater in 1985
Having outlined the criticalforces present before Chicago's second theatrical boom period, the next step is to look at the nature of Chicago theater after the boom had firmlv established itself.
In the decad-~in question, Chicago theater appears to have grm.vn in size and narrowed in scope. The growth in numbers of Chicago theaters in this period \vas phenomenal. But because there \Vere so many, the vast majority of them were small.l' In financial terms, then, Chicago was a city where it \Vas easy to begin a theater, in part because of relatively affordable storefronts, but difficult to build that theater to a pointwhereitcould paymatureactors and administrators decent wages. Although a few theaters made successful moves to larger spaces in the 1990s, most notably Steppenwolf, in 1985, most companies thattried to do that failed.
Despite the inability of the off-Loop theaters to find stability in the years in \·vhich their numbers swelled, from 1975 to 1985, the artistic reputation of Chicago theater thrived. In terms of how it was perceived by commentators outside of the ~.:Iidv.'est, Chicago theater \vas best known, not surprisingly, for the work of Steppenwolf, Wisdom Bridge and Goodman artistic director Gregory Mosher, together \·Vith associate director and playwright David Mamet. A spate of productions that found their ways to the East Coast led to awards and acclaim in national publications. Ina widely published quote,director /producer Peter Sellars called Chicago "the hottest theater town in America." Mamet was well on his way to success. The work of Mosher came under scrutinv in New York in 1985 because that \·vas the year he left the Goodman to becom~director of the Vivian Beaumont theater at Lincoln Center.
When the national press wrote about a Chicago Style of theater, it usually meant acting typified by what Newsweek's Jack Kroll termed "a raw but humane passion." This is a phrase worth analyzing. Kroll repeated it in the same article, and others found similar terms. The noun is "passion"-that is, Chicago artists concentrated not on ideas or intellectual matters, but on the emotional life ofthe characters. The first modifier of that passion is "ra\v," suggesting that the emotions are displayed in their natural state, uncooked by acting that is overly refined, delicate or nuanced. The second modifier, "humane," suggests the major goal of naturalism, which is to engender sympathy for the character portrayed.t" In framing their stories with such words, national commentators ignored those few and dwindling theaters that did not fit, such as the classically oriented Court Theater. Similar phrases such as youthful energy, no-holds barred acting, viscerally committed acting style, raucous, funky and seething appear again and again. Locally, Chicago critics and commentators welcomed the fame of the companies ·who succeeded with physical, naturalistic acting while sometimes pointing to a general lack of classical theater, avant-garde theater and successful local playwrights, Mamet and a few others notwithstanding. Some also noted that the great number of theaters appeared to be competing for a theater audience that was not keeping pace. Critics offered suggestions for how to increase that audience; none suggested that 150 theaters ,.vere more than even the most eager market could bear, that Chicago theater artists and audiences might be better served by 25 healthy groups than 125 starving ones. Media commentators in this period noted that, as the Trilnme and the Sun Times each gained roughly 100,000 readers from the demise of the Daily News, they also solidified their demographics, with the Su11-Times taking on the \vorking class persona of a Murdoch paper and the Tribzme dominating upper middle and upper class neighborhoods on the north side and in the north and north\Vest suburbs. The Trilm ne' s demographic was coveted by advertisers and provided most of the ticket buyers for theater and most of the donors, a significant underpinning of nonprofit theaterY For our purposes, the other significant change in the intervening decade involves Syse, whose trips to the theater became more infrequent. Criticism at the Su11-Times in 1985 was a committee affair. At any given opening, a theater might be revie,ved by Syse, Hedy Weiss, Bill Saunders and Lloyd Sachs. At the Tribuue, Christiansen still vigorously attended most openings. When two plays opened on the same night, the smaller theater might be reviewed by staffers Sid Smith, Larry Kart, Rick Kogan or the occasional freelancer.
Conclusion
Although 've began this study expecting to find influence emanating from the Chicago critics as a group, we are left v\'ith strong evidence pointing to the primacy of one critic, Christiansen.
Let us begin our defense of that conclusion by listing the main characteristics of Chicago theater as it existed in 1985.
• There were many theaters.
• Most of them ,..,;ere relatively small. Compared to other cities its size, Chicago was short on big-budget, non-profit theaters.
• Chicago theater's most salient quality was its acting, which was ra,v, humane and passionate-naturalistic in the extreme.
• It was un-intellectual, if not anti-intellectual.
• Chicago lacked an avant-garde.
• Chicago was weak on the classics.
The correlation between this list and the practices and aesthetic attitudes of Christiansen is profound. The first two items line up neatly with our assessment of Christiansen as a critic who took great pains to nurture small and stntggling groups but \vas more demanding of larger, established theaters.
"
Christiansen may have had moral motives for this, a desire to help the underdog. His aesthetic also supported it. High budget theaters have larger auditoriums and larger stages. The ideal of naturalistic theater that hurls raw, sweating life into the laps of the audience is easier to achieve \vhen those laps are five rather than 25 feet from the actors.
Items three through six on the list speak to what the Chicago Style did and did not offer. In commentaries Christiansen sometimes bemoaned the limitations of the Chicago Style, but in his reviews he almost invariably supported that style and censured intellectual and avant-garde plays.
2 '' Raw, humane, passionate naturalism \·vas at the core of Christiansen's pattern of positive response. At risk of blurring distinctions in a diverse and multi-faceted field, it might be said that much postmodern avant-garde work highlights and comments on its mvn theatricality -an approach that is inherently anti-naturalistic, didactic and even, in a way, self-consciously pretentious, in that it accentuates the pretense of art. As such, the dominant avant-garde is at direct odds with Christiansen's underlying aesthetic. Even if he were disposed to like it, Christiansen's reportorial style would not serve intellectual, pre-modern classic and avant-garde work, which requires critics who are willing to explain, explicate and translate the unfamiliar. 27 Christiansen's tendency to report rather than opine might have helped spur theatrical growth in Chicago. According to the experiment by Wyatt and Badger, a high degree of information alone was enough to significantly increase interest in a film, even when the revie\v was evaluatively neutral. This implies increased impact for Christiansen's highly informational but often evaluatively neutral revie,vs.
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From 1975 to 1985, Christiansen and Chicago theater rose together. His aesthetic-established in the early 1960s and maintained -is a perfect match for the Chicago Style that dominated Chicago stages in 1985. Early in this ten year boom period Christiansen moved from a secondary writer at a struggling newspaper to main critic at the dominant, upscale newspaper. His critical competition retired, lefttm·•m or cut back on reviewing. Christiansen knew what he liked. He could be depended on to support it with clear, accurate reviews. He could be depended on to show up when theater workers could not always be sure whom the other papers would send. He had more readers, and they were the right readers from the strictly pecuniary perspective of the press agent.
From Mamct to the Steppenwolf actors, many of those artists he championed flourished. Largely for the better, Chicago theater became the theater of Christiansen. Were he not a self-effacing man with an unspectacular style of writing and no apparent ambition to make a name for himself in national publications, Christiansen would most likely be recognized as one of the most influential critics of the 20 1 ;, century. How many of his colleagues could boast that they helped engender a theatrical style? Christiansen himself never has so boasted, but unless this study misses the mark, he's entitled.
What are the broader implications of this study? Chicago is not the only city in America to see its ne\vspapers dwindle from many to one, two or three. When those few newspapers that remain divvy up the demographics such that one newspaper mvns the moneyed classes, that has profound effects on the arts. Despite the lack of research in this area, it seems clear that most American cities have arts scenes that depend on one dominant newspaper to find their public. For the performing arts, \Vhich are by definition local, this means one critic is likely to wield tremendous influence over \vhat tlourishes and what does not.
The 20'h century began with thriving local arts scenes mediated by a variety of voices in varied local media. It ended with arts communities buffeted between mass electronic arts operating on a national level and critical fiefdoms on a local level. At best, we have placed our culhue in the hands of benevolent -perhaps even unwilling-despots. As Mrs. Willy Loman said in Death of a Salesman, "Attention must be paid.'' This researcher hopes this study leads to further research on the impact of critics in other cities and other arts. As for the practical application of this research, editors should be urged to look for ways to increase the number of critical voices available to readers, perhaps by sending more than one critic to review each production or by employing different critics for print and online versions of their publications.
